Useful Links to Student Support:

Please see resources from the dedicated Student Engagement and Success (SES) Unit.

[UL Student Engagement & Success Unit](#)

Getting Started with Online Learning for Students:

Supporting Students in the Context of Covid 19 Coronavirus

Many of you may be doing a good deal more online and remote learning in the coming weeks.

A useful resource produced by the National Forum in collaboration with the USI provides tips outlining some of the ways to make the most of online learning:

[10 points to remember when learning online](#)

In the current context of the coronavirus, online learning has suddenly become an effective viable option!

Helpful guidelines and advice produced from the Allaboard HE project - This practical resource looks at the tools you will need and offers some advice and support.

[https://www.allaboardhe.ie/Aspire/Learner/content/index.html#/](https://www.allaboardhe.ie/Aspire/Learner/content/index.html#/)